
Thursday, May 14



LET’S READ AND WRITE!



     Today you will plan your your first realistic fiction 
story about the character you created yesterday!

Watch this video to see how writers get ready 
to plan realistic fiction!

https://safeyoutube.net/w/FjED
https://safeyoutube.net/w/FjED


    Plan your Story!

● Imagine the solution that will 
help your character solve the 
trouble (the problem)

● Look at your character plan 
pages from yesterday.

● Use this paper to plan the story you will write tomorrow!

Save this page for 
tomorrow.

__________________________        ______________________________

______________   ______________



Today I want to teach you that 
when readers reread, they notice 
how parts of the story go 
together.  You might notice that 
the same kinds of things happen 
again and again, or the way the 
trouble starts and ends.  



Let’s read Chapter 4 - The Rescue to see if any of the story go together or the 
way the trouble in the story starts and ends

Click on the video below to listen to 
Chapter 4

Connect parts of the story together…...

https://docs.google.com/file/d/10qXlk70BFiDNCKBNI3vw_nzvO2AfWa3K/preview


Let’s Read!

Click here, kidsa-z.com, and choose a few titles to read on Raz-Kids!

You can read a book in Spanish or English.

When you get to Raz-Kids…

1. Type your teachers username:
a. mrsdiazgrade1
b. khavlik
c. akrzenski
d. ktoto

2. Click on the Reading Room and find your assignments!
3. Start the timer for 15 minutes.

You can take the book quiz when you finish reading!

http://kidsa-z.com
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u_BcMXgws6Y


FUNDATIONS



Place each spelling word in the 
correct word shape 



Phonics- R-controlled vowels          -or 

← Practice making words 
with r controlled vowels in 
this game

https://www.starfall.com/h/ltr-pc-or/maw-or/?sn=ltr-classic
https://www.starfall.com/h/ltr-pc-or/maw-or/?sn=ltr-classic


Get ready to do 
some exercise!

Time to
MOVE!

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OoG005_yvQg


TIME FOR MATH!



Today we will introduce 
Chapter 10.

In this chapter we will learn how to represent 

data with pictures and graphs.



How many cars would you draw in the boxes to 
show a set of cars that is fewer than the blue 
cars shown?

How many flowers would you draw in the boxes 
to show a set of flowers that is the same as 
the flowers shown?

Talk about these problems and think about how you would answer:



Look at the Math vocabulary words on the chart below. 
Talk about whether it is a word you know, a word that 

sounds familiar, or if it is a word you do not know.

We will use these words and learn more about them in this chapter!



Vocabulary for Chapter 10



● Get a pen and some paper!
● Learn how to draw a shrimp!

Let’s Draw!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SufcvrpArqA


TIME FOR SOCIAL STUDIES!



Compare and contrast how Mei 
Mei and Gong Gong each 
practice yoga. 

How does Mei Mei respond when 
Gong Gong struggles to do the 
poses she introduced? 

How does she help him keep 
practicing and learning?

                  

Social Studies: Helping Others  

If the video is blocked on your chromebook, go 
to the next slide to watch it.  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k5s83W7HVOg


https://safeyoutube.net/w/AnjD
Click on the link to watch the video if 
you were not able to open it on the 
other slide. 

Compare and contrast how Mei 
Mei and Gong Gong each 
practice yoga. 

How does Mei Mei respond when 
Gong Gong struggles to do the 
poses she introduced? 

How does she help him keep 
practicing and learning?

                  

Social Studies: Helping Others  

https://safeyoutube.net/w/AnjD


● Think about a time you tried something 
you have never done before. How did 
you feel when you started out? 

● What happened? Did anyone help 
you? How? How did you feel after 
trying the new thing?

● How does your experience compare to 
Mei Mei and Gong Gong’s experience?

Activity:



You’re working HARD!  

Let’s relieve some stress 
with some mindful breaths! 

Time to 
Recharge!

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=viuLpV-msg4


WHOA!  Good Job! 


